Interactions of peptides with liposomes: pore formation and fusion.
Leakage from liposomes induced by several peptides is reviewed and a pore model is described. According to this model peptide molecules become incorporated into the vesicle bilayer and aggregate reversibly or irreversibly within the surface. When a peptide aggregate reaches a critical size, peptide translocation can occur and a pore is formed. With the peptide GALA the pores are stable and persist for at least 10 minutes. The model predicts that for a given lipid/peptide ratio, the extent of leakage should decrease as the vesicle diameter decreases, and for a given amount of peptide bound per vesicle less leakage would be observed at higher temperatures due to the increase in reversibility of surface aggregates of the peptide. Effect of membrane composition on pore formation is reviewed. When cholesterol was included in the liposomes the efficiency of inducation of leakage by the peptide GALA was reduced due to reduced binding and increased reversibility of surface aggregation of the peptide. Phospholipids which contain less ordered acyl-chains and have a slightly wedge-like shape, can better accommodate peptide surface aggregates, and consequently insertion and translocation of the peptide may be less favored. Demonstrations of antagonism between pore formation and fusion are presented. The choice of factors which promote vesicle aggregation, e.g., larger peptides, increased vesicle and peptide concentration results in enhanced vesicle fusion at the expense of formation of intravesicular pores. FTIR studies with HIV-1 fusion peptides indicate that in systems where extensive vesicle fusion occurred the beta conformation of the peptides was predominant, whereas the alpha conformation was exhibited in cases where leakage was the main outcome. Antagonism between leakage and fusion was exhibited by 1-palmitoyl-2-oleoylphosphatidylglycerol vesicles, where the order of addition of peptide (HIV(arg)) or Ca(2+)dictated whether pore formation or vesicle fusion would occur. The current study emphasizes that the addition of Ca(2+), which promotes vesicle aggregation can also reduce peptide translocation in isolated vesicles.